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Sri Lanka Investment Strategy 2019 - Summary

LOLC Securities Limited functions as the Author of the document. The

information contained in this Document (“Report”) is being provided on

a confidential basis to the recipient solely for the purpose of evaluating

investment opportunities in Sri Lanka. By accepting a copy of this

Report the recipient agrees, for itself and its related bodies corporate

and each of their management, officers, employees, agents,

representatives and advisers, to maintain the confidentiality of this

information. Any reproduction or distribution of this Report, in whole or

in part, or any disclosure of its contents, or use of any information

contained in this Report without prior notification to author is

prohibited. All of the provisions, terms and conditions of this disclaimer

shall apply to any third party with whom this document is shared. To that

extent, the Recipient undertakes to notify any such third party of this

disclaimer when providing it with the Document. For other Disclaimers

and Analyst Certification, please refer the last page.

Battling to maintain fiscal discipline in the midst of an unfavourable external environment and lack of

political stability. But equities substantially under-priced relative to regional peers…

• Build Up 2018: 2018 was a challenging year for Sri Lanka both on economic and political fronts. The national elections in 2020 will

pressure the government to deviate from its fiscal discipline in 2019 with a likely resurrection of capital markets from the bottom. Key

highlights of economic and political fronts for 2018 are as follows:

• SLPP led by former president Mahinda Rajapakse (MR) secures a surprise win in the local government elections;

• The Central bank of Sri Lanka (CBSL) reduced upper bound policy rates by 25 basis points in April;

• The new Inland Revenue Act (IRA) came in to effect from April 2018;

• Currency depreciation amounted to 19% in the midst of Fed rate hikes;

• The reserves of the CBSL were kept high considering the bond maturities coming up in 2019;

• Tourist arrivals up by 10% while “Lonely Planet” names SL the best destination for 2019;

• President Sirisena sacked PM Ranil Wickrmasinghe and appointed MR as PM in October;

• The political crisis resulted in 3 global rating agencies downgradingSL’s credit ratings;

• President reinstated Wickramasinghe as PM, following the resignation by Rajapakse;

• CBSL reduced the statutory reserve ratio (SRR) by 150 basis points and increased its policy rates;

• Decline in oil prices partially reduced the pressure on the import bill;

• Reclamation of land of the China led Colombo Port City completed in January 2019; and

• ASPI and S&P SL20 failed to generate gains. ( Down by 2% and 12% respectively).

• Outlook 2019: We foresee the GDP growth rate to revolve around 4.5% in 2019, supported by partial fiscal easing and growth of

consumption expenditure. Monetary tightening is likely to soften given low GDP growth, inflation targeting and upcoming elections.

Possible fiscal easing will translate in to higher consumer spending in 2019 which might uptick inflation and interest rates mid-year. Given

the highest debt repayment in history, (c.USD 5.9Bn in 2019) CBSL is keen on maintaining adequate reserves. Debt refinancing process

appears manageable considering the fact that government securities are much attractive given cheaper rupee and high real interest rates.

Fed intends to divert from its hawkish stance where as we expect the LKR to have already absorbed speculation. Political front will be very

active with uncertainty glooming in the system affecting investor sentiment. We expect government’s focus to divert from development

priorities towards elections which will aggravate the current sluggish economic climate.

• Market View: Sri Lankan equities dropped substantially in 2018 on the back of significant capital flight, sluggish economic growth, high

interest rates and sharp currency depreciation albeit of attractive valuations. Political uncertainty witnessed throughout the year and

political crisis that occurred in October were also key catalysts of subdued investor sentiment. 2019 will be a challenging year for equities

with residual political risk and unsound macro-economic front. In this market we believe it is difficult to make superior returns by investing

in the overall market, but we see certain counters with specific value drivers that would generate sufficient returns. We prefer companies

with high dividends, high resilience to economic vagaries, positive forex exposures and consumer sector exposures. With expected ASPI

earnings growth of 15%, PE is likely to hover around 8.5x which will push the ASPI towards 6350 level at the end of 2019.

• Our Equity Strategy 2019: Our top picks- JKH, HHL, COMB, SAMP, HNB, CFIN, PINS, ASIR,TJL and LION
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